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an algorithm that combines patterns and math to find high probability trade 
ideas in the forex markets.

trading style: intraday, swing
average # of trades:  200+ a week 
educators: videsh adimoolah, jean-marc leonce, man-nyy quinones, 
ray robinson, jonathan nunez, fanny garcia, baas kooijman
language: english, spanish, dutch

goLIVE languages: english, spanish, dutch
hours: 19 hours a week 

What makes your product unique? 
It is the flagship product created by our very own CEO,  20+ year trader, Chris 
Terry.

What features does the product include?
Multiple timeframe trade ideas with entry, take profit and stop loss.
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trading style: intraday
average # of trades: 40-50 a week
educators: Private
language: English

goLIVE languages: English
hours: 4 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
the risk is calculated for you along with the proper values for entry, stop loss and 
take profit.

what features does the product include?
notification alerts directly on your smartphone for new trade ideas and a copy 
button to copy and paste values into your MetaTrader4.
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swipetrades
TM

app for your phone that illustrates live trade ideas and designated entry and risk 
parameters.
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trading style: 
average # of trades: 
educators: lee allen, bale granville, shariff adeyemi, dr. kathy kirkland, patrick 
kenney, johnny blanco, nancy liliana sosa pascutti, temo ruiz, cristian lopez, 
andrej stjepcevic
language: english, spanish, slovenian

goLIVE languages: english, spanish
hours: 44 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
There are 3 different tiers you can choose from based on your lifestyle - no analy-
sis trade is set up for you, some analysis to confirm your entry or your own analy-
sis based on a set of rules to follow.

what features does the product include?
Multiple strategies for all styles of trading and goLIVE sessions with experts 
giving you rules to follow and doing it along with you.

optional add ons:  thor, london payout/ecc11, money flow, indice

vibrataTM

a software that gives you an all in one solution allowing you to feel comfortable 
with your trades.
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london payoutt/EC11

High probability trade ideas for Forex, Crypto, Metals & Indices along with entry, 
stop loss and take profit parameters.

Trading Style: intraday
Average # of Trades: 3-12 a week
educators: kevin serrano, dr. kathy kirkland

goLIVE
language: english
hours: 8 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
it gives those who don’t have enough time or energy to spend in the markets 
the ability to profit with minimal work. 

what features does the product include?
featuring different trade styles to cater to all styles and time zones.

thor

An algorithm strategy finding the trade ideas for you.

trading style: intraday
average # of trades: 
educators: teo zuniga, christian adelle
language: spanish

goLIVE languages: spanish 
hours: 2 hours a week 

what makes your product unique?
trade ideas along with education.

what features does the product include?
scanner and master trade ideas
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indice

algorithm finding trade entries in the indices market.

trading style: intraday
average # of trades: 100+ a week
educators: bale granville
language: spanish

goLIVE
languages: spanish
hours: 8 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
indice market trade ideas.

what features does the product include?
scanner and master trade ideas.

money flow

An algorithm identifying entries on pull backs in the markets.

trading style: scalp
average # of trades: 50+ a week
educators: lee allen
language: english

goLIVE languages: english
hours: 3 hours a week 

what makes your product unique?
takes the guess work out of finding your own entry and levels in the 
markets.

what features does the product include?
scanner and master trade ideas
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simplicity and quality over quantity trades giving you full entry, stop loss and 
take profit parameters. 

trading style: intraday
average # of trades: 5-7 a week
educators: lucas longmire, lisaldo tavarez, jesus nunez
language: english, spanish

goLIVE
languages: english, spanish
hours: 10 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
multiple strategies that all correlate with one another to provide high probability 
trade ideas.

what features does the product include?
along with the web version it includes an iPhone & Android app where you sub-
scribe to desired push notifications. Customize your notifications by 
selecting which strategies, pairs and new alerts you would like to receive. 

optional add ons
US30, price trap

goldcupTM
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US30

quality trade ideas on the indice US30.

trading style: intraday
average # of trades: 2-4 a week
educators: kim torres, luc longmire
language: english

goLIVE
languages: english
hours: 2 hours a week 

what makes your product unique?
There are 3 different tiers you can choose from based on your lifestyle 
- no analysis trade is set up for you, some analysis to confirm your entry 
or your own analysis based on a set of rules to follow.

what features does the product include?
goldcup app to get notifications directly to  your Apple or Android phone
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pricetrap

algorithm that combines harmonics and price action to give you quality trade ideas 
combined with education.

trading style: intraday
average # of trades: 2-4 a week
educators: kim torres, luc longmire
language: english

goLIVE
languages: english
hours: 2 hours a week 

what makes your product unique?
There are 3 different tiers you can choose from based on your lifestyle 
- no analysis trade is set up for you, some analysis to confirm your entry 
or your own analysis based on a set of rules to follow.

what features does the product include?
goldcup app to get notifications directly to  your Apple or Android phone
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an algorithm giving you quality and precision while identifying entry points 
within the markets.

trading style: intraday
average # of trades: 

educators: javier vásquez-palacios, stevenson lindor, lexwaves 
language: english, spanish

goLIVE
languages: english, spanish
hours: 4 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
it gives you quality over quantity set ups. goLIVE sessions teaching you how to 
maximize the strategy.

what features does the product include?
sends you notifications to Telegram when there is a new trade idea found. You 
also receive trade ideas from experts. 

bouncebackTM
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an algorithm that identifies entry points, stop loss and take profits one level at a 
time in the markets. 

trading style: intraday
average # of trades: 100 a week
educators: oran wright
language: english

goLIVE
languages: english
hours: 3 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
It helps the customers identify zones by providing the entry and exits and 
educates them why they are taking the set ups in the markets.

what features does the product include?
Allows the customer to mark up the chart directly on the platform to confirm 
the trades based on the strategies taught with it.

levelsTM
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an algorithm taking the guess work out of finding your stop loss and take profit. 

trading style: intraday
average # of trades: 50 a week
educators: lee allan, nancy sosa, bas kooijman
language: english, spanish, dutch

goLIVE
languages: english, spanish, dutch
hours: 15 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
it makes it easy for a brand new learner to understand.

what features does the product include?
it finds reversal zones on every time frame allowing you to fit your trading style 
of scalping, intraday or swing trading.

pivotsTM
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an algorithm finding you quality swing trades with risk to reward calculated for 
you.

trading style: swing
average # of trades: 1-3 a week
educators: john dollery, justin saini
language: english

goLIVE
languages: english
hours: 4 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
the trade idea full parameters and long term trades allow you to set the trades 
and forget about them.

what features does the product include?
trade ideas with updated and private training goLIVE sessions.

steady TM
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an algorithm that gets a traders eyes in the right place at the right time. 

trading style: intraday
average # of trades: 700 a week
educators: patrick kenney, tyrone foster
language: english

goLIVE
languages: english
hours: 8 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
it will show a traders hundreds of possibilities each day allowing a trader to 
curate a strategy specific to their own style. 

what features does the product include?
Integrated charts, alert panel, session timer

deloreanTM
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liberty

Liberty is a platform with trade ideas  giving you the option to find 
what trading style works best for you. Each product is backed by 
education with goLIVE sessions.

trading style:  intraday
average # of trades: 10 a week
educators:  nes vquez, evan cabral, daniel lopez, hugo gomez, 
gianvictor cueva
language: english, spanish

goLIVE
languages: english, spanish
hours: 1 hour a week

what makes your product unique? 
the focus is on high pace trading ideal for Binary Options.

what features does the product include?
each trade idea includes an analysis educating you on each trade.
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simplescalper

the simplescalper uses a 4+ confirmation system that identifies 
accurate BUY and SELL positions without the need for support, 
resistance & trendlines.

trading style: scalp
average # of trades: 5 a week
educators: nes vquez
language: english

goLIVE
languages: english
hours: 1 hour a week 

what makes your product unique? 
the simplescalper is a highly effective tool for Binary Options and fast 
paced trading.

what features does the product include?
powerful charting software, Icons to identify buy and sell positions.

pickpocket
the pickpocket uses a 3-step approach to target highly accurate buys and 
sells no matter what the market conditions are like in all time frames. 

trading style:  scalp
average # of trades: 10 a week
educators: nes vquez
language: english

goLIVE
languages: english
hours: 1 hour a week 

what makes your product unique? 
the rules are super simple and the scanner alerts provide the extra spice. It 
also provides an opportunity for any trader to add any indicators they want 
thanks to the product’s powerful charting software.

what features does the product include?
powerful charting software, Red & Blue Dollar Signal icons to identify buys 
and sells.
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webslinger
webslinger is the most simple yet powerful trend trading system in 
existence. 

trading style:  intraday
average # of trades: 10 a week

educators: nes vquez
language: english

goLIVE languages: english
hours: 1 hour a week 

what makes your product unique? 
webslinger uses Ichimoku Clouds as well as over 20 indicators and 
signals.

what features does the product include?
web sign icons to identify buys and sells along with powerful trading 
software that allows the use of over 20 indicators at a time.



digital currency trade ideas and education 

trading style: swing
average # of trades: 
educators: picasso, ivan paychecks
language: english

goLIVE
languages: english
hours: 2 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
backed by 11 years of experience within the digital currency markets.

what features does the product include?
iPhone and Android app with push notifications of trade ideas, updates and 
education. Full analysis provided with each trade idea along with full parameters 
of entry, take profit and stop loss.
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swipecoinTM
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an algorithm that combines patterns and math to find high probability trade 
ideas in the digital currency markets.

trading style: swing
average # of trades: 200+ a week
educators: 
language: english, spanish, dutch

goLIVE
languages: english, spanish
hours: 19 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
it is the flagship product created by our very own CEO,  20+ year trader, Chris 
Terry.

what features does the product include?
multiple timeframe trade ideas with entry, take profit and stop loss.

harmonicsTM
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an algorithm that finds trade ideas in the digital currency market. 

trading style: intraday, swing
average # of trades: 50+ a week
educators: picasso, ivan paychecks
language: english

goLIVE
languages: english, spanish
hours: 2 hours a week 

what makes your product unique? 
algorithm strategy created by 10+ year trader in the digital currency markets.

what features does the product include?
trade ideas backed by education.

swipecoin scalperTM


